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Abstract

This paper proposes a framework to analyze the functioning of the inter-bank liquidity market and the

occurrence of liquidity crises. The model relies on three key assumptions: (i) liquidity provisioning is not

veri�able -it cannot be contracted upon-, (ii) banks face moral hazard when confronted with liquidity shocks

-unobservable e¤ort can help overcome the shock-, (iii) liquidity shocks are private information - they cannot

be diversi�ed away-. Under these assumptions, the equilibrium risk-adjusted return on liquidity provisioning

increases with the aggregate equilibrium volume of ex ante liquidity provision. As a consequence, banks

may provision too little liquidity compared with the social optimum. Within this framework we derive two

main results. First inter-bank market collapse is an equilibrium. Second such an equilibrium is more likely

when (i) the individual probability of the liquidity shock is lower, (ii) ex ante competition between banks on

illiquid long term assets is larger.

Key-words: liquidity crisis, moral hazard, interbank market, competition. JEL : D53, D82, D86

Résumé

Cet article propose un cadre d�analyse du fonctionnement du marché interbancaire et des crises de

liquidité qui peuvent s�y produire. Le modèle repose sur trois hypothèses clés : (i) les provisions de liquidité

ne sont pas véri�ables �elles ne peuvent pas servir de référence à des contrats -, (ii) les banques sont sujettes

à un aléa moral quand elles sont confrontées à un choc de liquidité � un e¤ort non observable peut leur

permettre de surmonter le choc -, (iii) les chocs de liquidité sont une information privée � ils ne peuvent

pas être mutualisé. Sous ces hypothèses, le rendement ajusté du risque à l�équilibre croit avec le volume

agrégé de liquidité qui est provisionné ex-ante. En conséquence, il se peut que les banques provisionnent

trop peu de liquidité par rapport à l�optimum social. Dans ce cadre, deux résultats principaux sont obtenus.

Premièrement, l�écroulement du marché interbancaire est un équilibre. Deuxièmement, cet équilibre est

d�autant plus probable que : (i) la probabilité individuelle de faire face à un choc de liquidité est faible, (ii)

la concurrence ex ante est forte entre banques qui investissent dans les actifs illiquides.

Mots-clés : crise de liquidité, aléa moral, marché interbancaire, concurrence. Classi�cation JEL : D53, D82,

D86
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Non Technical Summary

We investigate the possible role of insu¢ cient ex-ante liquidity provision, in paving the way to an inter-

bank market collapse. We thus highlight the aggregate bene�ts of situations where banks set aside large

amounts of liquid assets in order to better deal with shocks a¤ecting their illiquid investments. By liquidity

provisions we mean speci�cally holdings of assets that can be used to safely transfer wealth over a short

period of time. In practice such liquid holdings could be remunerated reserves held at the central bank, or

short-term Treasury securities.

When a bank faces a liquidity shock, it needs to reinvest in its liquidity a¤ected assets. If it has provi-

sioned a large volume of liquidity ex ante, reinvestment is mostly �nanced through internal funds. Hence

the distressed bank pays particular attention to improving the probability that reinvestment succeeds. Con-

sequently the moral hazard problem is mitigated and the distressed bank bene�ts from a large capacity to

borrow liquidity on the inter-bank market. In this case, both the risk adjusted return on liquidity provisioning

and the total volume of liquidity in the economy are large. By contrast, with low ex ante liquidity provision,

the argument is reversed: the moral hazard problem is ampli�ed as reinvestment is mostly �nanced through

external funds. Intact lending banks then impose a tight constraint on the volume of liquidity distressed

banks can borrow on the inter-bank market as to restore their incentives to deliver e¤ort. This creates an

excess supply of liquidity. In that case both the risk adjusted return on liquidity provisioning and the total

volume of liquidity in the economy are low. The two polar cases of high and low liquidity provisions can

therefore both be equilibria of the economy. In addition, the low liquidity equilibrium turns out to be a

situation where credit rationing is so severe that the interbank market for liquidity collapses.

In this framework, the credit rationing equilibrium happens to be more likely when the liquidity shock

is less likely. We call this property the curse of good times. Alternatively the equilibrium of large liquidity

provision and large risk adjusted return on liquidity provisioning is more likely when the liquidity shock is

more likely, a property we call the virtue of bad times. Finally the paper investigates the role of banks�

market power on the functioning of the interbank market. Credit rationing turns out to be more likely when

the degree of interbank competition on illiquid investments is higher.
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Résumé non technique

Cet article étudie la responsabilité éventuelle d�un provisionnement insu¢ sant de liquidité de la part des

banques dans l�e¤ondrement du marché de la liquidité interbancaire. Nous mettons ainsi en évidence les

béné�ces agrégés d�une situation dans laquelle les banques mettent de côté de grandes quantités d�actifs

liquides de façon à mieux faire face aux chocs de liquidité a¤ectant leurs investissements de long terme. Par

provision de liquidité nous désignons spéci�quement la détention d�actifs qui peuvent être utilisés a�n de

transférer de la richesse sur une courte période en toute sécurité. En pratique de tels actifs peuvent être des

réserves rémunérées auprès de la banque centrale, ou encore des bons du Trésor à court terme.

Quand une banque est confrontée à un choc de liquidité, elle doit réinvestir dans les actifs (illiquides)

qui subissent le choc. Si elle a provisionné ex ante un volume su¢ sant de liquidité, le réinvestissement

est principalement �nancé sur fonds internes. Dès lors, la banque a¤ectée fait particulièrement attention à

augmenter les chances de succès du réinvestissement. Par conséquent le problème d�aléa moral est atténué

et la banque a¤ectée béné�cie d�une forte capacité à emprunter de la liquidité sur le marché interbancaire.

Dans ce cas, le rendement ajusté du risque sur la provision de liquidité, et le volume total de liquidité dans

l�économie sont élevés. En revanche, si la provision de liquidité ex-ante est faible, le mécanisme se retourne

: le problème d�aléa moral est ampli�é car le réinvestissement est principalement �nancé sur fonds externes.

Les banques intactes (et prêteuses) imposent alors une contrainte de crédit mordante sur le volume de

liquidité que les banques a¤ectées peuvent emprunter sur le marché interbancaire, de façon à restaurer leur

incitation à fournir l�e¤ort qui doit accompagner le réinvestissement. Ceci provoque une situation d�excès

d�o¤re de liquidité. Dans ce cas, le rendement ajusté du risque sur la provision de liquidité, et le volume

total de liquidité dans l�économie sont faibles. Les cas polaires de provisionnement de liquidité élevé ou

faible peuvent donc tous deux constituer des équilibres dans cette économie. De plus, l�équilibre de faible

liquidité est une situation où le rationnement du crédit est si sévère que le marché de la liquidité interbancaire

s�e¤ondre.

Dans ce cadre d�analyse, l�équilibre de rationnement du crédit est d�autant plus probable que la probabilité

du choc de liquidité est faible. Nous appelons cette propriété la « malédiction des temps favorables » . En
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revanche, l�équilibre de provisionnement élevé est d�autant plus probable que la probabilité du choc de

liquidité est élevée. C�est la « vertu des temps di¢ ciles » . En�n, nous étudions l�e¤et du pouvoir de

marché des banques sur le fonctionnement du marché interbancaire de la liquidité. Nous montrons que le

rationnement du crédit interbancaire est d�autant plus probable que le degré de concurrence ex ante est forte

entre banques qui investissent dans les actifs illiquides.
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1 Introduction

The �nancial market turmoil that has been under way since the Summer of 2007 hit the core of the global

�nancial system, the inter-bank market for liquidity. This has manifested itself through episodes of widening

spreads on inter-bank interest rates (vs. policy rates), together with evidence of plummeting volumes in

inter-bank lending transactions. As turmoil turned into a full blown crisis in the Fall of 2008, inter-bank

transactions were widely reported as frozen, as bid-o¤er spreads widened dramatically, and interest rates

peaked on term borrowing beyond overnight transactions. A signi�cant part of this phenomenon has been

ascribed to a reassessment of credit risk involved in dealing with bank counterparties. Yet a large share

of the premium that has emerged on inter-bank rates has been attributed to �liquidity risk�. To be sure,

liquidity needs on behalf of banks were to some extent related to concerns by �nancial institutions over their

own balance sheets dynamics in the face of credit losses. More generally, banks certainly needed liquidity

as they prepared for: (i) �rms calls on contingent credit lines; (ii) re-intermediation of investments that had

previously been funded o¤-balance sheet ; (iii) possible merger and acquisition opportunities.1

This paper does not endeavour to account for all the features of the recent crisis, be it hard evidence

or casual stories about the motivations of market players. However, it argues that a proper modelling of

the collapse in the market for liquidity involves a close look at incentives to provision liquidity and moral

hazard mechanisms in the inter-bank market. In addition, it makes sense to do so in a framework where

banks can actually fail and default on their borrowing. These assumptions are both strongly vindicated by

salient features of the recent crisis. Many observers have argued that securitization may have provided the

wrong incentives regarding the monitoring of underlying asset quality, in a clear-cut case of moral hazard.

In addition, recent developments have shown that bank failures scenarios are only too realistic.

We investigate the possible role of insu¢ cient ex-ante liquidity provision, in paving the way to an inter-

1The buzz among market participants suggested that strategic behaviors could have been at play in liquidity hoarding by
banks. Some �nancial intermediaries may have been unwilling to provide funding to competitors that had cut into their market
share. This would be hard to document. However, it sounds very likely that some banks may have held extra liquidity in order
to be in a position to seize latter opportunities if competitors were forced to �re sales. Historical precedent is mentioned by
Kindleberger (1996), in the context of �nancial crises: « Outsiders particularly su¤ered. The Bank of the United States was
allowed to fail in New York in December 1930 by a syndicate of banks, not the Federal Reserve System, amid accusations that
the Bank was being punished for its pushy ways » (p 158).
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bank market collapse. We thus highlight the aggregate bene�ts of situations where banks set aside large

amounts of liquid assets in order to better deal with shocks a¤ecting their illiquid investments. By liquidity

provisions we mean speci�cally holdings of assets that can be used to safely transfer wealth over a short

period of time. This may be seen as a form of "balance sheet liquidity". In practice such liquid holdings

could be remunerated reserves held at the central bank, or short-term Treasury securities.2 Indeed, the

secular decline in the share of liquid assets on banks�balance sheets is a striking stylized fact that has been

underscored by Goodhart (2008) as a troubling feature of risk management. A situation where market and

funding liquidity appeared to be high may thus have hidden vulnerabilities stemming from limited holdings

of liquid assets.

Against such a background, this paper shows that across equilibria, the risk adjusted return on liquid

assets can be increasing with the aggregate volume of such assets in the economy. In other words, there

can be increasing returns at the aggregate level to provisioning liquidity. When a bank faces a liquidity

shock, it needs to reinvest in its liquidity a¤ected assets. When it has provisioned a large volume of liquidity

ex ante, reinvestment is mostly �nanced through internal funds. Hence the distressed bank pays particular

attention to improving the probability that reinvestment succeeds. Consequently the moral hazard problem is

mitigated and the distressed bank bene�ts from a large capacity to borrow liquidity on the inter-bank market.

This tends to raise the demand for liquidity and hence the price for liquidity which in turn raises incentives

to provision liquid assets ex ante. As a result, both the risk adjusted return on liquidity provisioning and

the total volume of liquidity in the economy are large.

By contrast, with low ex ante liquidity provision, the argument is reversed: the moral hazard problem

is ampli�ed through the aforementioned channel: reinvestment is mostly �nanced through external funds.

Intact lending banks then impose a tight constraint on the volume of liquidity distressed banks can borrow

on the inter-bank market as to restore their incentives to deliver e¤ort. This however reduces the demand

for liquidity and drives down the price of liquidity which in turn depresses banks incentives to provision

liquidity ex ante. Consequently the risk adjusted return on liquidity provisioning and the total volume of

2We do not model a risk-free asset market as such however: we will simply assume that a technology providing a risk-free
rate of return is available as an alternative to illiquid investments on the one hand, and to interbank lending on the other hand.
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liquidity in the economy are low. The two polar cases of high and low liquidity provisions can therefore both

be equilibria of the economy.

Turning to comparative statics, the credit rationing equilibrium happens to be more likely when the

liquidity shock is less likely. We call this property the curse of good times, meaning that banks have more

di¢ culties re�nancing their illiquid investments when the probability of the liquidity shock is lower. Alter-

natively the equilibrium of large liquidity provision and large risk adjusted return on liquidity provisioning

is more likely when the liquidity shock is more likely, a property we call the virtue of bad times: re�nancing

illiquid investment is easier and less costly when the probability of the liquidity shock is larger. When the

probability of facing the liquidity shock is high, banks raise their liquidity holdings because they are more

likely to need these provisions for reinvestment. This relaxes the moral hazard induced liquidity constraint,

raises the demand for liquidity and thereby the price for liquidity on the inter-bank market which in turn

raises incentives to provision liquidity ex ante. The equilibrium with large liquidity provision and high risk

adjusted return on liquidity provisioning is therefore more likely when the liquidity shock is more likely, hence

the virtue of bad times property. Conversely, under the same mechanisms, the credit rationing equilibrium is

more likely when the liquidity shock probability is lower, hence the curse of good times property. When the

probability of facing the liquidity shock is low, banks reduce their liquidity holdings because they are less

likely to need these provisions for reinvestment. This tightens the moral hazard induced liquidity constraint,

reduces the demand for liquidity and thereby the price for liquidity on the inter-bank market which in turn

reduces incentives to provision liquidity ex ante. The equilibrium with low liquidity provision and low risk

adjusted return on liquidity provisioning is therefore more likely when the liquidity shock is less likely, hence

the curse of good times property.

Finally the paper investigates the role of banks�market power on the functioning of the inter-bank

market. Credit rationing turns out to be more likely when the degree of interbank competition on long term

illiquid investments is higher. With more intense competition ex ante, the return to illiquid investment is

less sensitive to an individual bank volume of illiquid investment. As a result, banks tend to increase their

long term illiquid investments and thereby reduce their ex ante liquidity provision. At the aggregate level,
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the economy is more likely to fall into the credit rationing equilibrium.

The model in this paper builds on the standard literature on moral hazard and liquidity crisis. The moral

hazard problem is modelled in a basic, standard fashion, similar to that of Holmström and Tirole (1998),

whereby the e¤ort choice by the agent (in our case the bank) has an impact on the project�s probability of

success. We however depart from their seminal paper in an important way, by assuming that idiosyncratic

liquidity shocks cannot be diversi�ed away: this opens the door to an inter-bank market where liquidity can

be reallocated interim. Our paper is also connected to the literature on interbank markets, as a mechanism

for managing, and potentially eliminating, risks stemming from idiosyncratic liquidity shocks. Bhattacharya

and Gale (1987) in particular studied the case where neither banks investments in the illiquid technology,

nor liquidity shocks are observable. Rochet and Tirole (1996) adapted the Holmström-Tirole framework to

the interbank market in order to study systemic risk and "too-big to fail" policy. The existence of interbank

market imperfections has been established empirically by Kashyap and Stein (2000), which showed the role

of liquidity positions, the so-called "liquidity e¤ect". Building on such evidence, Freixas and Jorge (2008)

analyze the functioning of the interbank market in order to show the consequences of its imperfections for

monetary policy. In particular, they establish the relevance of heterogeneity in banks�liquid asset holdings

for policy transmission. Our work is also related to work on liquidity crises. In particular Caballero and

Krishnamurthy (2008) provide a model of crises that features liquidity hoarding, and provides a motivation

for lender of last resort intervention. However, their approach is primarily based on Knightian uncertainty

that leads each agent to hedge against the worst-case scenario. Recent research on industry hedging behavior

shows that hedging decisions are related to the degree of competition, with more heterogeneity in hedging

in the more competitive industries (Adam, Dasgupta and Titman, 2007). Liquidity provisions on behalf of

banks may be seen as a form of hedging; however we are not aware of any work studying the impact of bank

competition on bank assets liquidity. Acharya, Gromb and Yorulmazer (2008) have studied the consequences

of imperfect competition in the interbank market for liquidity. In a model where there are frictions in the

money and asset markets, if banks that provide liquidity have market power, they may strategically under-

provide liquidity, and thus precipitate �re sales. Their model does not however feature interbank liquidity
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crises in the sense of a market breakdown. A common feature of this literature is that the public provision

of liquidity, such as liquidity injections, can often improve on the allocation of liquidity resulting from the

decentralized outcome.

In sum, this paper�s contribution consists in combining standard features of the moral hazard literature in

order to account for a collapse in inter-bank lending. To the best of our knowledge, it is original in providing

an explanation for such a market failure without recourse to stronger assumptions such as adverse selection

and non-measurable risk.

The paper is organized as follows. The following section lays down the main assumptions of the model.

The �rst best allocation is derived in section 3. The behavior of intact and distressed banks in a second best

environment is analyzed in section 4. Section 5 details the decentralized equilibrium highlighting the full

reinvestment and the credit rationing equilibrium. Section 5 also discusses the nature of the externality at

the source of the multiple equilibrium property of the model. Imperfect competition is analyzed in section

6. Conclusions are drawn in section 7.
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2 Timing and technology assumptions

We consider an economy with a unit mass continuum of banks. Banks are risk neutral and maximize expected

pro�ts. The economy lasts for three dates; 0, 1 and 2. At date 0, each bank has a unit capital endowment

and two investment possibilities. The �rst is to invest in a liquid asset: a unit of capital invested in the

liquid technology at date t yields � units of capital at date t+ 1. The volume of capital that a bank invests

at date 0 in the liquid technology is denoted l.

Alternatively each bank can invest in an illiquid project.3 The volume of capital a bank invests in an

illiquid project at date 0 is denoted k0. Each bank hence faces a date 0 resource constraint, k0 + l = 1. The

volume of capital invested in each technology is assumed to be observable but not veri�able. Contingent

contracts on ex ante liquidity provisioning are thus precluded.4

Illiquid projects require investment at date 0. At date 1, they may face a liquidity shock. With a

probability 1� q, the liquidity shock is avoided and the bank which has �nanced the project is said "intact".

Then the illiquid project yields "k0 at date 1 and Rk0 at date 2 ("� R).5 With a probability q, the liquidity

shock occurs and the bank which has �nanced the project is said "distressed". Then the illiquid project

yields no output at date 1. Moreover the project yields output at date 2 if and only if the bank that �nanced

the project at date 0 makes a reinvestment at date 1. Banks whose illiquid investments face no liquidity

shock cannot directly invest in projects facing a liquidity shock. These investments need to go through the

inter-bank liquidity market.6 The total volume of capital a distressed bank reinvests at date 1 is denoted

k1 and is assumed to be limited by the size of the initial project: date 1 reinvestment cannot be larger than

initial date 0 investment: k1 � k0.7 If a bank reinvests k1 units of capital and delivers an e¤ort e at date 1,

3Another interpretation is that banks invest in multiple �rms with correlated pay-outs.
4The assumption where ex ante liquidity provisioning would be neither observable nor veri�able would be a su¢ cient

condition (although not necessary), under which the results of the model would hold. In reality, the volume of liquid assets
a bank holds at a given point in time may be observable. However the funding source for these assets -capital or short term
deposits for instance- is much more di¢ cult to assess for an outside agent in real time. Hence even observability can be an issue
in practise.

5 In what follows we will think of " as being typically small. Note that " can be made in�nitely small without any consequence
for the results of the paper.

6Note that the alternative arrangement under which banks would sign ex ante insurance contracts against liquidity shock
is not possible here. If banks receive a payment when they declare to be distressed then "intact" banks would always report
untruthfully their situation as "distressed" since (i) liquidity shocks are unobservable and (ii) banks can invest the payment
from the insurance contract in the liquid technology from date 1 to date 2 and �nally consume the output at date 2.

7This assumption ensures that the pro�ts of a "distressed" bank will always be lower than those of an "intact" bank.
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then reinvestment is successful with probability e and the project yields R (e) k1 at date 2, R (e) being the

marginal return net of the non pecuniary cost of undertaking e¤ort e. With probability 1� e, reinvestment

is unsuccessful and the project yields no output. To simplify notations and further computations, we assume

that e¤ort e can either be low e = el or high e = eh (el < eh) such that R (el) = R and R (eh) = �R with

0 < � < 1. High e¤ort eh is assumed to be e¢ cient while low e¤ort reinvestment is dominated by the liquid

technology: elR < � < eh�R. Moreover we denote  =
�eh�el
eh�el and assume that eh R < �.8 Finally the

e¤ort e a bank delivers at date 1 is private information and hence a source of moral hazard. We assume that

the illiquid project is on average more pro�table than the liquid technology: (1� q)R > �2.

T=0
Ex ante

Illiquid investment

Liquidity provision

T=1
Interim

Successful reinvestment:
Loans paid back

Unsuccessful reinvestment:
Default on loans

Liquidity shock:
The bank borrows and
reinvests

No liquidity shock:
The bank lends

T=2
Ex post

Figure 1: Timing of the model

To sum up, timing is as follows. At date 0, banks decide on capital allocation between liquid and illiquid

assets. At date 1, a proportion q of banks face the liquidity shock. The inter-bank market then opens and

intact banks can lend to distressed banks. Distressed banks reinvest their own liquidity plus borrowed funds

in their illiquid project and deliver some e¤ort. Finally at date 2, distressed banks learn if reinvestment has

been successful or not. They pay their liabilities back if reinvestment is successful.

8This last assumption ensures that the moral hazard problem de�nes a non degenerate constraint for any possible inter-bank
market interest rate.
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3 The �rst best allocation

To derive the �rst best allocation, we remove two assumptions regarding market imperfections. First, date

0 allocation between liquid and illiquid assets is now veri�able. Second, the liquidity shock at date 1 and

the e¤ort e distressed banks deliver are both public information.

Let c = (l; k0; k1;R0;R1 (e)) be a generic contract where l is date 0 investment in the liquid technology, k0

is date 0 investment in the illiquid technology, k1 is date 1 reinvestment in a project that faces a liquidity

shock, R0 is the date 2 payment to an intact bank and R1 is the date 2 payment to a distressed bank. The

�rst best allocation solves

max
c
(1� q)R0 + qR1 (e)

s.t.

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
k0 + l � 1 and R0 � k0R

qk1 � (1� q) "k0 + �l

k1 � k0 and R1 (e) � k1eR (e)

(1)

Each unit of capital endowment is divided between k0 units of capital invested in the illiquid asset and l

units of capital invested in the liquid asset. When the illiquid asset is intact, it returns k0R at date 2. This

happens with a probability 1�q. On the contrary, the illiquid asset is distressed at date 1 with probability q.

Given that there are (1� q) "k0 + �l units of capital available at date 1 for reinvestment, total reinvestment

qk1 cannot be larger than total available capital (1� q) "k0 + �l. Moreover reinvestment cannot be larger

than initial investment, k1 � k0. Finally each distressed project in which k1 is reinvested returns an expected

output k1eR (e). It is straightforward to note that the optimal contract is such that constraints on payments

R0 and R1 are binding and that high e¤ort is optimal. As a result, the �rst best allocation solves

max
l
[(1� q) (1 + eh�") (1� l) + eh��l]R

s.t. �l � [q � (1� q) "] (1� l)
(2)

We can then derive the following result

Proposition 1 Denoting [x]+ = max fx; 0g and assuming (�� ") eh� > 1, the �rst best capital allocation
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is such that each bank invests

lfb =
[q (1 + ")� "]+

�+ [q (1 + ")� "]+
(3)

units of capital in the liquid technology at date 0.

Proof. The problem which solves the �rst best allocation writes as

max
l
[(1� q) (1 + eh�") (1� l) + eh��l]R

s.t. �l � [q � (1� q) "] (1� l)

Assuming (�� ") eh� > 1, the objective function is always strictly increasing in l since eh�� > (1� q) (1 + eh�").

As a consequence, the �rst best allocation is such that the constraint �l � [q � (1� q) "] (1� l) is binding.

As a result since liquidity provision cannot be negative, the �rst best optimal liquidity provision lfb is imply

lfb =
[q (1 + ")� "]+

�+ [q (1 + ")� "]+

and optimal investment in the illiquid technology k0 is hence

k0 = 1� lfb =
�

�+ [q (1 + ")� "]+

The �rst best optimal liquidity provision is lfb =
[q(1+")�"]+
�+[q(1+")�"]+ when eh�

�
�
1�q � "

�
� 1 and lfb = 0

when eh�
�

�
1�q � "

�
< 1. Typically when the probability q of the liquidity shock is su¢ ciently low, i.e.

q < 1�(��")eh�
1+"eh�

, then it is not worth provisioning liquidity because there will be very few illiquid projects

hit by the liquidity shock and the expected return to illiquid investments (1� q)R is very large. The social

planner then prefers to maximize illiquid investments. In what follows, we will assume that the parameter

restriction (�� ") eh� > 1 always holds so that �rst best liquidity provision is always given by (3).
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4 Intact and distressed banks

We now return to the framework described in section 2. The model can be solved by backward induction.

We �rst solve intact and distressed banks problem at date 1. Then we solve the date 0 problem of optimal

liquidity provision.

4.1 Distressed banks�optimal demand for liquidity

Let us consider bank i which, at date 0, invested li units of capital in the liquid technology and k0 = 1� li

in an illiquid project. If bank i is distressed at date 1, it can either reinvest in its illiquid project or give

up its illiquid project and lend its liquid assets on the capital market. In case a distressed bank reinvests in

its illiquid project, di denotes the volume of capital it borrows at date 1 and ei the e¤ort it undertakes. Its

date 2 expected pro�t (net of non pecuniary costs to deliver e¤ort) then writes as

�b = ei [(�li + di)R (ei)� rdi] (4)

where r is the borrowing rate on the inter-bank liquidity market. At date 1, a distressed bank uses the

proceeds of its liquid investments �li undertaken at date 0 and borrows di to reinvest in the illiquid project

it �nanced at date 0. Hence reinvestment k1 is equal to �li + di. Conditional on success, date 2 proceeds

net of non pecuniary costs are (�li + di)R (ei), the face value of liabilities is rdi, and ei is the probability of

successful reinvestment. Note that the interest rate r is independent of bank i decisions and in particular

of its e¤ort ei, because e¤ort is unobservable. The problem at date 1 of a distressed bank which reinvests

in its illiquid project consists in choosing the e¤ort level ei and the volume of borrowing di which solve the

problem

max
di;ei

�b = ei [(�li + di)R (ei)� rdi]

s.t. �li + di � 1� li
(5)

The constraint that total reinvestment (�li + di) cannot be larger than initial investment (1� li) imposes a

constraint on the volume di that can be borrowed on the inter-bank market. This inequality can be written
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as di � d (li), d (li) being the upper bound on the volume of liquidity a distressed bank needs to borrow. We

can then derive the following proposition.

Proposition 2 If the interest rate on the inter-bank market veri�es r � �R, a distressed bank always borrows

di = d (li) and delivers e¤ort ei such that

ei =

8>><>>:
eh if r � �li+di

di
 R

el if r <
�li+di
di

 R

(6)

Proof. If bank i is distressed and reinvests in its illiquid project then optimal borrowing d�i writes as

d�i = d (li)1 [R (e
�
i ) � r] (7)

Consequently as long as r < �R, d�i = d (li) and optimal e¤ort e�i writes as

e�i =

8>><>>:
eh if  R (�li + d�i ) � rd�i

el if  R (�li + d�i ) < rd�i

(8)

A distressed bank is more likely to deliver low e¤ort el when reinvestment is proportionally more �nanced

through external funds, i.e. when borrowing di is larger and/or liquidity provisioning li is lower. This

illustrates the trade-o¤ an agent faces when it can borrow while facing moral hazard. Increased borrowing

raises pro�ts but reduces incentives to deliver e¤ort. With large ex ante liquidity provision, borrowing is

lower and incentives to deliver e¤ort -which decrease with borrowing- are larger. Hence banks prefer to

deliver high e¤ort. On the contrary with low liquidity provisioning, borrowing is large -d (li) is large- and

incentives to deliver e¤ort -which decrease with borrowing- are lower. Banks then prefer to borrow and

deliver low e¤ort. Note also that a distressed bank is more likely to deliver low e¤ort el when the interest

rate r is higher.
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Having determined optimal borrowing and e¤ort conditional on reinvestment, we can now examine

whether distressed banks prefer to reinvest in their illiquid assets or to give up their illiquid project and lend

their liquid holdings on the inter-bank market. The following lemma derives this choice.

Lemma 3 If the interest rate on the inter-bank liquidity market veri�es r � �R, then distressed banks always

prefer to reinvest in their illiquid project than to lend their liquid assets on the inter-bank market.

Proof. Denoting d�i the volume of capital a distressed bank borrows, when the interest rate on the

inter-bank market veri�es r � �R, its expected pro�ts from reinvestment �b then write as

�b = ei [R (ei) (�li + d
�
i )� rd�i ]

ei being the distressed bank optimal e¤ort. Expected pro�ts �0b from lending liquid assets on the inter-

bank market are simply �0b = eir�li because the repayment probability of distressed banks is ei. Given the

assumption R (ei) � r, d�i is always positive and pro�ts from reinvestment �b are always larger than pro�ts

from lending liquid assets on the inter-bank market.

4.2 Intact banks�optimal supply of liquidity

We now turn to the situation where bank j is intact at date 1. Recall that at date 0 it invested lj units of

capital in the liquid technology and k0 = 1� lj in an illiquid project. It reaps (1� lj)R at date 2. Moreover

it can lend its liquid assets to distressed banks at date 1. When the interest rate on the inter-bank market

is r, and distressed banks deliver an e¤ort e, intact bank j enjoys date 2 expected pro�ts

�g = (1� lj)R+ [" (1� lj) + �lj ]max fer; �g (9)

An intact bank can always invest its liquid assets [" (1� lj) + �lj ] at date 1 in the liquid technology. Hence

intact banks supply their liquid holdings on the inter-bank market if and only if er � �. Moreover distressed
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banks deliver high e¤ort eh when their liquidity provisioning li veri�es

(�li + di) R � rdi (10)

di being what distressed banks borrow from the inter-bank market. Given that distressed banks borrow at

most d (li) on the inter-bank market, there can be two di¤erent situations:

(i) If (10) holds for di = d (li), then distressed bank i delivers high e¤ort eh and borrows up to the limit

d (li). Intact banks supply their liquid holdings on the inter-bank market as long as the interest rate r veri�es

ehr � �.

(ii) If on the contrary (10) does not hold for di = d (li), then the condition er � � cannot hold since e = el,

r � R and elr � R. Intact banks then impose a borrowing constraint to distressed bank i to make sure

that it delivers high e¤ort. The volume of liquidity distressed banks can then borrow veri�es the incentive

constraint:

eh ((�li + d)�R� dir) � el ((�li + d)R� dir)

This condition simpli�es as d � d (li) with

d (li) =
 R

[r �  R]+
�li (11)

In that case distressed bank i cannot achieve full reinvestment: �li + d (li) < 1� li and intact banks supply

their liquid holdings on the inter-bank market as long as the interest rate r veri�es ehr � �. The next section

is devoted to lay down the conditions under which each of these two situations can be an equilibrium.

5 The decentralized equilibrium

In the previous section, we derived the optimal date 1 decision rules for intact and distressed banks in

terms of lending, borrowing, and e¤ort. Based on these results, we now examine the problem of the optimal

liquidity provision policy at date 0.
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5.1 The full reinvestment equilibrium

5.1.1 Optimal ex ante liquidity provision with full reinvestment

Let us �rst consider the case where distressed banks choose to borrow from the inter-bank market, reinvest

fully in their illiquid project and deliver the high e¤ort eh. The problem of a bank at date 0 then writes as

max
li
E� = (1� q) [(1� li)R+ (" (1� li) + �li) ehr] + qeh [(�li + di)�R� rdi]

s.t. �li + di = 1� li and di � d (li)

(12)

Proposition 4 Denoting l (r) = r� R
r�+r� R and rh;1 = R

eh

1�q+qeh�
�+q�(1�q)" , optimal individual liquidity provision

for a bank which reinvests fully in its illiquid project when distressed writes as

l�i =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
l (r) if r � rh;1

[l (r) ; 1] if r = rh;1

1 if r � rh;1

(13)

Proof. Program (12) is linear in ex ante liquidity provision li. Expected pro�ts are decreasing in liquidity

provision for r � rh;1, since

@�

@li
= eh [�+ q � (1� q) "]

�
r � (1� q) + qeh�

�+ q � (1� q) "
R

eh

�

Banks then choose to provision as little liquidity as they can. Optimal liquidity provision l (r) veri�es

�l (r)+d (l (r)) = 1� l (r). On the contrary expected pro�ts are increasing in liquidity provision for r � rh;1.

Banks then choose to provision as much liquidity as they can, i.e. l� = 1. In between, i.e. for r = rh;1 they

are indi¤erent to liquidity provisioning and they choose any amount of liquidity l in [l (r) ; 1]

When distressed banks are able to fully reinvest in their illiquid project, the interest rate rh;1 beyond

which they invest all their capital in liquid assets is decreasing in the individual probability q of facing a

liquidity shock. A larger probability of the liquidity shock raises the expected pro�t of provisioning liquidity

as opposed to investing in illiquid assets. Hence, banks accept to hold larger liquidity provision when the
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liquidity shock is more likely even if the interest rate on liquid assets is lower. More formally, when a

distressed bank reinvests fully in its illiquid project, the expected pro�ts from liquidity provisioning increase

with the interest rate r on the inter-bank market while pro�ts from investments in illiquid assets decrease

with the interest rate r:

E� = [(1� q + qeh�)R� (q � (1� q) ") ehr] (1� li) + ehr�li

Consequently, a decline in the probability q of liquidity shocks produces an increase in pro�ts stemming from

illiquid investments (1� li) relative to pro�ts stemming from liquid investments li which is compensated by

an increase in the inter-bank interest rate r to restore equilibrium. When distressed banks reinvest fully in

their illiquid project, expected pro�ts write as �h = �ehrh;1.

5.1.2 Equilibrium with full reinvestment

The situation where full reinvestment is achieved is an equilibrium if and only if the following conditions are

satis�ed. First, aggregate supply of liquidity must balance aggregate demand for liquidity on the inter-bank

market

�

Z
[0;1]

l�i di+ (1� q) "
Z
[0;1]

(1� l�i ) di = q

Z
[0;1]

(1� l�i ) di (14)

where l�i is given by (13). Second, distressed banks borrow from the inter-bank market and intact banks lend

their liquid assets to distressed banks if and only if expected returns on the liquid technology, inter-bank

lending and reinvestment verify

� � ehr � eh�R (15)

Finally there should be no pro�table deviation for banks in terms of ex ante liquidity provision. The next

proposition wraps up the conditions under which the situation where distressed banks deliver high e¤ort is

an equilibrium.

Proposition 5 Denoting rh;2 =  R
(1�q)(1+") , the �rst best allocation is an equilibrium where distressed banks
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provision the �rst best volume of liquidity l = lfb and are able to fully reinvest in their illiquid project if and

only if the interest rate rh = min frh;1; rh;2g veri�es

� � ehrh � eh�R (16)

Proof. cf. appendix

When the probability q to face the liquidity shock is larger, banks have more incentives to invest in liquid

assets. As a result, the inter-bank market interest rate needs to decrease in order to reduce the expected

return on liquidity lending to maintain the equilibrium on the inter-bank market. On the contrary a larger

probability q to face the liquidity shock tends to raise the demand for liquidity. As a consequence, the

interest rate on the inter-bank market needs to increase to maintain the equilibrium. If rh = rh;1, the �rst

e¤ect dominates and the equilibrium interest rate decreases when the liquidity shock is more likely. On

the contrary if rh = rh;2, the second e¤ect dominates and the equilibrium interest rate increases when the

probability to face the liquidity shock is more likely.

The individual rationality constraints (16) are more likely to be veri�ed when the individual probability

q of the liquidity shock is larger. In other words the equilibrium with full reinvestment is more likely to

hold in deteriorated environments. More precisely, when the equilibrium interest rate r is equal to rh;1, the

individual rationality constraint for intact banks, ehrh;1 � � is always veri�ed since by assumption eh�R > �

and (1� q)R > �2. Similarly, the individual rationality constraint for distressed banks, rh;1 � �R always

holds since by assumption we have eh�� > 1. Alternatively when the equilibrium interest rate r is equal to

rh;2, the individual rationality constraint for distressed banks rh;2 � �R is always veri�ed since by assump-

tion we consider the case where rh;2 � rh;1 and we always have rh;1 � �R. Finally the individual rationality

constraint for intact banks, ehrh;2 � � is more likely to be veri�ed when the probability q to face the liquidity

shock is relatively large since rh;2 increases with the probability q.
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When the probability to face the liquidity shock is low, the interest rate on the inter-bank market -rh;2-

is relatively low. As a result, the individual rationality constraint for intact banks is more likely to be

binding than the moral hazard problem for distressed banks. When the probability to face the liquidity

shock increases, there are on the one hand more distressed banks but on the other hand, banks raise their

liquidity holdings because they are more likely to need these provisions for reinvestment. At the aggregate

level however, the former e¤ect dominates and the demand for liquidity from distressed banks on the inter-

bank market increases. As a consequence the inter-bank market interest rate rh;2 increases and intact banks

individual rationality constraint is more likely to be veri�ed. The equilibrium with full reinvestment is

therefore more likely when the liquidity shock is more likely, a property we refer to as the virtue of bad times.

Note �nally that the equilibrium where distressed banks achieve full reinvestment is e¢ cient in the sense it

replicates the �rst best capital allocation between liquid and illiquid assets.

5.2 The credit rationing equilibrium

In the equilibrium described in the previous section, distressed banks are able to carry out full reinvestment.

When banks hold large liquidity provision ex ante, liquidity supply is large and liquidity demand is low on

the inter-bank market. As a result, the interest rate on the inter-bank market is low and distressed banks can

achieve full reinvestment while they deliver high e¤ort. However what happens when the volume of liquidity

that banks provision ex ante is not su¢ ciently large to ensure both full reinvestment and high e¤ort? This

section examines this case.

5.2.1 Optimal ex ante liquidity provision under credit rationing

When the constraint di � d (li) on the volume of liquidity that can be borrowed from the inter-bank market

is binding, each distressed bank borrows d (li) from intact banks. Assuming the cost of borrowing liquidity

is lower than the return on reinvestment, r < �R, the program of an individual bank i at date 0 therefore
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consists in choosing the volume of ex ante liquidity provision li which solves

max
li
E� = (1� q) [(1� li)R+ ehr (�li + " (1� li))] + qeh [(�li + di)�R� rdi]

s.t. di = d (li) and �li + di � 1� li
(17)

Proposition 6 Optimal individual liquidity provision for a bank which cannot fully reinvest in its illiquid

project when distressed writes as

l�i =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
0 if @E�@l � 0

[0; l (r)] if @E�@l = 0

l (r) if @E�@l � 0

(18)

with

@E�

@l
=

�
(1� q) (�� ") + q (��  )R

r �  R �

�
ehr � (1� q)R

Proof. Program (17) is linear in ex ante liquidity provision li. When expected pro�ts are decreasing in

liquidity provision, then banks choose to provision as little liquidity as they can, i.e. l�i = 0. On the contrary

when expected pro�ts are increasing in liquidity provision, then banks choose to provision as much liquidity

as they can. This level of liquidity provisioning l (r) solves as previously �li + d (li) = 1� li.

The function @E�
@l is potentially non monotonic in the interest rate on the inter-bank market. On the one

hand, a high cost of liquidity r raises the return to liquidity for intact banks. On the other hand however,

it raises the cost of borrowing liquidity for distressed banks, and it reduces the volume of liquidity they can

borrow on the inter-bank market. Banks therefore choose low liquidity provisioning when the interest rate

on the inter-bank market is either very low or very large. Denoting �c banks expected pro�ts when the

credit constraint induced by moral hazard binds, we have

�c = (1� q) (R+ ehr") (1� l) + ehr
�
1� q + q (��  )R

r �  R

�
�l
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5.2.2 Equilibrium collapse of the inter-bank market

Given optimal date 0 liquidity provisioning (18), the aggregate demand for liquidity Ld at date 1 is

Ld = q
 R

r �  R�
Z
[0;1]

l�i di

and the aggregate supply of liquidity Ls at date 1 is

Ls = (1� q)
"
"

Z
[0;1]

(1� li) di+ �
Z
[0;1]

lidi

#

We de�ne a collapse of the inter-bank market as a situation where banks do not provision liquidity ex-ante,

and intact banks do not lend to distressed banks. We can then derive the following proposition.

Proposition 7 The collapse of the inter-bank market is an equilibrium if and only if

�
1 + q

eh�R� �
�� eh R

�
�2 < (1� q) (R+ �") (19)

In this equilibrium, the interest rate veri�es ehr = �:The inter-bank market collapse equilibrium is the unique

credit rationing equilibrium when it exists.

Proof. To derive the proof of the proposition�s �rst result, let us proceed in two steps. Assume �rst that

the borrowing constraint di � d (li), binds. Then distressed banks borrow di = d (li) from the inter-bank

market and the �rst order condition to the problem of an individual bank implies that zero ex ante liquidity

provision is optimal if and only if @E�@l < 0 , i.e.

ehr

�
(1� q) (�� ") + q (��  )R

r �  R �

�
< (1� q)R

When optimal liquidity provision is zero, l�i = 0 there is an excess supply of liquidity on the inter-bank

market as aggregate liquidity supply is S = (1� q) " > 0 while liquidity demand is D = 0. As a consequence

the individual rationality constraint for intact banks binds and the interest rate on the inter-bank liquidity
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market veri�es ehr = �. Zero liquidity provision is therefore individually optimal if and only if

�
1 + q

eh�R� �
�� eh R

�
�2 < (1� q) (R+ �")

When this condition is veri�ed, the situation where banks do not provision liquidity ex ante is an equilibrium

if the initial assumption -that the borrowing constraint di � d (li) is binding- holds. When ehr = �, the

condition r < �R is always satis�ed and reinvestment cannot be fully carried out when l� = 0. If however

banks decide to provision a larger volume of liquidity -so that the borrowing constraint di � d (li) would not

be binding if distressed- expected pro�ts write as

E�d = (1� q) [(1� li)R+ � (li�+ (1� li) ")] + q
�
(1� li) (eh�R� �) + �2li

�

and the borrowing constraint di � d (li) then does not bind if liquidity provision li veri�es

li � l

�
�

eh

�
=

�� eh R
�2 + �� eh R

Expected pro�ts E�d are strictly decreasing in the volume li of ex ante liquidity provisioning since

(1� q)R+ qeh�R
�+ q � (1� q) " > �

As a consequence, the optimal liquidity provision of the bank veri�es

li = l

�
�

eh

�

Optimal expected pro�ts E�d can be written as

E�d = (1� q) [(1� ld)R+ � (ld�+ (1� ld) ")] + qeh
(��  )R
�� eh R

�2ld
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However when a bank does not provision liquidity, expected pro�ts write as

E� (l�) = (1� q) [(1� l�)R+ � (l��+ (1� l�) ")] + qeh
(��  )R
�� eh R

�2l�

where l� = 0. Hence expected pro�ts when the liquidity constraint binds are larger than expected pro�ts

when the liquidity constraint does not bind if and only if E� (l�) > E�d which simpli�es as (19) and which

by assumption is supposed to hold. As a consequence the liquidity constraint di � d (li) always holds and

the situation where banks do not provision liquidity is an equilibrium of and only if (19) holds.

The proof for the second result of the proposition is derived in appendix.

Condition (19) -under which the inter-bank market collapse equilibrium holds- is more likely to be satis�ed

when the probability q to face the liquidity shock is relatively low. When the liquidity shock is less likely,

banks provision less liquidity and invest more in illiquid assets. Distressed banks are then more likely to

deliver low e¤ort when they reinvest in their illiquid project as reinvested funds will be mostly borrowed

which intact lending banks solve by imposing credit rationing to ensure that distressed banks deliver high

e¤ort. However credit rationing depresses the return on liquidity provision for intact banks because it reduces

the demand for liquidity and this in turn reduces ex ante incentives to provision liquidity especially when

the probability to remain intact is large. The credit rationing equilibrium is therefore more likely when the

liquidity shock is less likely, a property we refer to as the curse of good times: an environment with good

fundamentals is conducive to credit rationing and inter-bank market collapse.

5.3 The general equilibrium externality

When ex ante liquidity provisioning is low, then liquidity supply on the inter-bank market is low but liquidity

demand is also relatively low due to the presence of a moral hazard induced liquidity constraint for distressed

banks. It turns out that with low liquidity provisioning, liquidity is in excess supply on the inter-bank market.

Hence the inter-bank market interest rate is relatively low. This has two opposite consequences: on the one

hand, a low interest rate on the inter-bank market reduces the return to liquidity provisioning for intact

(lending) banks. On the other hand, it raises the return to liquidity provisioning for distressed (borrowing)
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banks because (i) borrowing liquidity is not expensive and (ii) the volume of liquidity that can be borrowed

on the inter-bank market increases with ex ante liquidity provisioning. When the probability q of facing the

liquidity shock is relatively low, then the former e¤ect dominates the latter and a positive feedback e¤ect

emerges: a low expected return to liquidity provisioning reduces bank incentives to provision liquidity and

low liquidity provisioning generates an excess liquidity supply on the inter-bank market which depresses the

expected return to liquidity provisioning. As a result, there is an equilibrium of low liquidity provisioning

and low expected return on liquidity when the probability q to face the liquidity shock is relatively low.

Conversely, when ex ante liquidity provisioning is large, then liquidity supply is large but liquidity demand

is also relatively large due to a diminished liquidity constraint for distressed banks. When the probability

q of facing the liquidity shock is large, the interest rate on the inter-bank market is relatively high because

the demand for liquidity is relatively large compared to the supply for liquidity. The expected return on

liquidity provisioning is then large because intact (lending) banks enjoy a large return from lending liquidity

on the inter-bank market while distressed (borrowing) banks enjoy a large shadow return on their liquidity

assets. This gives rise to a positive feedback loop: on the one hand, a large expected return on liquidity

provision raises bank incentives to provision liquidity while on the other hand, a large liquidity provision

translates into a large expected return on liquid assets when the probability q of facing the liquidity shock

is su¢ ciently large. As a result, there is an equilibrium of high liquidity provisioning and high expected

return on liquidity when the probability q of facing the liquidity shock is relatively large. The existence of

multiple equilibria -a full reinvestment equilibrium and a credit rationing equilibrium- is therefore entirely

driven by the general equilibrium -feedback- e¤ect of the aggregate liquidity provision on the inter-bank

market interest rate. In partial equilibrium model with an exogenous cost of liquidity, the equilibrium would

unique. This property can be examined in a diagram representing the aggregate supply Ls and the aggregate

demand for liquidity Ld as a function of aggregate ex ante liquidity provision l. Aggregate liquidity supply

Ls is the sum of intact banks available liquid assets (1� q) l� and (1� q) (1� l) ". Aggregate demand for

liquidity Ld is the minimum of distressed banks�liquidity constraint d (l) =  R
r� R�l and the upper bound
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on the volume of liquidity distressed banks need to borrow d (l) = 1� l � �l.

Ls = (1� q) [l�+ (1� l) "]

Ld = qmin
n
d (l) ; d (l)

o

Due to the existence of moral hazard, the aggregate demand for liquidity Ld is decreasing in the volume of

aggregate liquidity provisioning l if and only if individual liquidity provisioning is su¢ ciently large. When

provisioning is low, the moral hazard problem binds and the demand for liquidity increases with liquidity

provisioning.

LD

LS

l( )rl

B

A

Figure 2: Aggregate supply and aggregate demand for liquidity

The supply for liquidity Ls is increasing in the volume of individual liquidity provisioning l. As a consequence,

there are two equilibria. The credit rationing equilibrium is situated at point A where banks provision no

liquidity. The moral hazard induced liquidity constraint then binds for distressed banks which cannot

borrow liquidity and intact banks are compelled to store the interim output of their illiquid assets in the

liquid technology. The equilibrium of full reinvestment is situated at point B. In this case the inter-bank
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market clears and banks capital allocation between liquid and illiquid assets is identical to the �rst best

allocation. In a partial equilibrium model, the liquidity supply Ls would be vertical and the equilibrium

would always be unique.

Comparing the full reinvestment and the credit rationing equilibria shows that the risk adjusted return

to liquidity provisioning is higher when liquidity provisioning is larger. Let us denote �h (resp. �c) the date

0 risk adjusted return on liquidity provisioning in the full reinvestment (resp. credit rationing) equilibrium.

Given that the volume of liquidity provision in the full reinvestment (resp. credit rationing) equilibrium is

lfb (resp. 0), we have

�h > �c and lfb > 0

Across equilibria, the expected return on liquidity lending increases in the volume of liquidity that banks

provision ex ante.

The credit rationing equilibrium could be eliminated if banks could ex ante contract on the volume of

date 0 liquidity provisioning. Suppose banks agree at date 0 to contingent the cost of borrowing liquidity

at date 1 on individual ex ante liquidity provisioning. For instance if the interest rate charged to distressed

bank i writes as

r (li) = rh + (R� rh)1 [li < lfb]

then all banks would ex ante provision li � lh and would be charged an interest rate rh if distressed. Under

this type of liquidity pricing the credit rationing equilibrium would be ruled out. Therefore, both moral

hazard and non-veri�ability of liquidity provisioning are required to obtain the credit rationing equilibrium.

6 The impact of imperfect competition

So far, we have assumed perfect competition between banks. We now introduce imperfect competition on

investment in illiquid assets and focus on the impact on the likelihood of a credit rationing equilibrium.

The framework we consider is essentially the same as the one considered so far. Imperfect competition is

introduced assuming a continuum of local markets: each bank can �nance a given illiquid project but the
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return on that illiquid project depends on the total volume of illiquid investments in a given local market.

The number of illiquid projects in a given local market is denoted n. When n = 1, each bank is local

monopoly whereas a larger number n implies that each bank has a lower monopoly power. The date 2 return

to an illiquid project which does not face the liquidity shock at date 1 is assumed to be linear and decreasing

in the volume of capital invested in illiquid projects in the local market:

R0 = R� �
n

Z
j2In

(1� lj) dj

where n is the number of illiquid projects in a given market at date 0, (1� lj) is the bank j illiquid investment

at date 0, R and � are positive scalars (R > �), and In is the set of n banks in the local market.9 Denoting

�R1 the marginal return to reinvestment for distressed banks when they deliver high e¤ort eh, if distressed

banks achieve full reinvestment, the optimal ex ante liquidity provision policy li of bank i solves the problem

max
li
(1� q) [(1� li)R0 + ((1� li) "+ �li) ehr] + qeh [(1� li) (�R1 � r) + r�li]

s.t. li � r� R1

�r+r� R1

(20)

We can then derive the following result.

Proposition 8 When distressed banks achieve full reinvestment, the equilibrium interest rate ric on the

inter-bank market with imperfect competition writes as

ehric =
(1� q)R+ qeh�R1
�+ q � (1� q) " � 1 + n

n

(1� q)��
[�+ q � (1� q) "]2

(21)

Proof. The �rst order condition for problem (20) writes as

(1� q)
�
�
�
R� �

n

Z
j2In

(1� lj) dj
�
+
�

n
(1� li) + (�� ") reh

�
+ qeh [� (�R1 � r) + r�] = 0

9To simplify the analysis, we assume that the marginal return � to an illiquid project which faces a positive liquidity shock
at date 1 is constant. If it depended upon other banks capital allocation then the impact of imperfect competition on the
likelihood of a credit rationing equilibrium would be ampli�ed.
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Summing this equality across all banks in the economy, we obtain

Z
[0;1]

(1� li) di =
n

1 + n

(1� q)R+ qeh�R1 � [�+ q � (1� q) "] reh
(1� q)�

The equilibrium between liquidity supply and demand for liquidity on the inter-bank market is such that

�

Z
[0;1]

lidi+ (1� q) "
Z
[0;1]

(1� li) di = q

Z
[0;1]

(1� li) di (22)

As a consequence the equilibrium interest rate ric on the inter-bank market veri�es

ehric =
(1� q)R+ qeh�R1
�+ q � (1� q) " � 1 + n

n

(1� q)��
[�+ q � (1� q) "]2

Expression (21) shows that the equilibrium interest rate ric on the inter-bank market can be written for

R1 = R as

ric = rh;1 �
1 + n

n

�

eh

(1� q) �
[�+ q � (1� q) "]2

The equilibrium interest rate under imperfect competition is an increasing function of the number of com-

petitors n. With more intense competition, banks are willing to invest more capital in illiquid projects

because competition tends to dampen the negative e¤ect of the individual illiquid investment decision on

the market return to illiquid investment. Consequently with more capital invested in illiquid assets, less

liquidity is provisioned ex ante and the inter-bank market can be in excess demand for liquidity. A larger

interest rate ric on the inter-bank market is then needed to raise banks incentives to provision liquidity ex

ante. The conditions under which the equilibrium with full reinvestment exists state that (i) equilibrium

liquidity provision must be su¢ ciently large and (ii) intact (lending) banks as well as distressed (borrowing)

banks are willing to participate to the inter-bank market. We can then derive the following proposition.

Proposition 9 The full reinvestment equilibrium exists if and only if the number n of competitors on illiquid
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assets is intermediate.

Proof. The full reinvestment equilibrium exists if and only if two conditions are satis�ed. First the

reinvestment constraint -and not the moral hazard constraint- must be binding. Individual liquidity provision

li must therefore verify li � l (r). Since banks are ex ante symmetric, the equilibrium of the inter-bank market

(22) implies that individual liquidity provision is li = lfb. Given that the expression (21) for the equilibrium

interest rate ric, these two conditions simplify as

ric � rh;2

Given that the equilibrium interest rate ric is increasing in the number n of competitors, this inequality

translates into an upper bound on n which we denote n. Second participation constraints for intact (lending)

banks and distressed (borrowing) banks must be veri�ed. These conditions write as

�

eh
� ric � �R

Since the equilibrium interest rate ric is increasing in the number n of competitors, this condition can be

written as n � n � n. A necessary and su¢ cient condition for the full reinvestment equilibrium to exist is

therefore that the number n of competitors veri�es n � n � min
�
n;n

	
.

When competition between banks is either to low or too high, the full reinvestment equilibrium does not

exist. Low ex ante competition means that the return on illiquid projects is highly sensitive to a change in

a bank individual investment. This prompts banks to invest a relatively small amount of capital in illiquid

projects but a relatively large amount of capital in liquid assets. At the interim date, the liquidity supply is

therefore relatively large while the liquidity demand is relatively low. As a result, the equilibrium interest

rate on the inter-bank market is low and possibly too low to meet intact (lending) banks participation

constraint. Conversely, large ex ante competition implies that the return on illiquid projects is relatively

insensitive to a change in a bank individual investment. Banks have therefore incentives to make large

investments in illiquid projects. This contributes to raising the equilibrium inter-bank market interest rate.
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However with a larger interest rate, a larger share of bene�ts from e¤ort accrues to creditors and this reduces

distressed bank incentives to deliver high e¤ort. Lenders bypass this problem with a reduction in distressed

banks�borrowing capacity. The moral hazard constraint becomes binding and distressed banks are unable

to achieve full reinvestment. Consequently, beyond a certain level of competition, the interest rate on the

inter-bank market is so high that distressed banks become unable to achieve full reinvestment.

7 Conclusions

The model we analyzed in this paper provides an useful framework for discussing policy responses to situa-

tions of inter-bank market collapses. To the extent that such a collapse may be explained by the ingredients

we focus on (in particular moral hazard and liquidity provision non veri�ability), this model may prove

helpful to determine under what conditions a policy interest rate cut may be more e¤ective than temporary

liquidity provision by monetary authorities in restoring normalcy. In addition, this framework presumably

lends itself well to the analysis of the role of outside liquidity and its impact on domestic liquidity provision

in an open economy setting. These are possible research avenues for future work.
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8 Appendix

8.1 Proof of proposition 5: The full reinvestment equilibrium

When distressed banks achieve full reinvestment, the equilibrium interest rate cannot verify rh > rh;1 since

banks would then invest their capital in liquid assets and the inter-bank market would be in excess supply

at date 1. The equilibrium interest rate therefore always veri�es rh � rh;1. When rh < rh;1 then each bank

provisions l = l (r) and the equilibrium interest rate is r = rh;2 which yields an equilibrium liquidity provision

l = l (rh;2) = lfb. Finally when rh = rh;1, then the equilibrium volume of liquidity each bank provisions ex

ante is l = lfb. When bank achieve full reinvestment, they always provision the �rst best volume of liquidity

l = lfb and the equilibrium interest rate on the inter-bank market is rh = min frh;1; rh;2g. To determine

whether this case is an equilibrium, let us examine if there are pro�table deviations. A bank can deviate by

provisioning a lower level of liquidity. Assuming the interest rate on the inter-bank market veri�es r � �R,
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then the pro�t of a deviating bank is:

�d = (1� q) [R+ ehr"] (1� li) + ehr
�
1� q + q [��  ]R

r �  R

�
�li

Denoting @E�
@l = ehr

�
(1� q) (�� ") + q (�� )Rr� R �

�
� (1� q)R, the optimal liquidity provision policy of the

deviating bank l�d writes as:

l�d =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
0 if @E�@l � 0

[0; l (r)] if @E�@l = 0

l (r) if @E�@l � 0

where r is the equilibrium interest rate when banks achieve full reinvestment; r = rh. If the interest rate rh

is such that @E�
@l � 0, then the deviating bank provisions l�d = l (rh). In this case deviation is not strictly

pro�table since we have �d = �h. On the contrary if the interest rate on the inter-bank market rh is such

that @E�
@l � 0, then the deviating bank chooses to make no liquidity provision l�d = 0. Deviation is then

pro�table if and only if

(1� q) [R+ eh"rh] > ehrh;1�

When rh = rh;2, this inequality simpli�es as eh�� < (1� q) for " close to zero. By assumption this inequality

never holds since we have eh�
�

�
1�q � "

�
� 1. When the interest rate is r = rh;1 deviation is pro�table if

and only if

1� q < [1� q + eh�]
�

�

1� q � "
�

However since by assumption we have eh�
�

�
1�q � "

�
� 1, this condition cannot be satis�ed. As a con-

sequence there are no pro�table deviations and the situation where banks achieve full reinvestment is an

equilibrium.
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8.2 Proof of Proposition 7: The impossibility of a credit rationing equilibrium

with non zero liquidity provision

Apart from the situation where banks make no liquidity provision, there may be two other type of equilibria

in the credit rationing regime.

First we examine the case where:

�
(1� q) (�� ") + q (��  )R

r �  R �

�
ehr � (1� q)R (23)

and banks optimal liquidity provision is l�i = l (r) can indeed be an equilibrium of the economy. When banks

provision l�i = l (r) the equilibrium inter-bank market interest rate is necessarily r = rh;2. Otherwise the

inter-bank market would not be balanced. Expected pro�ts then write as eh�rh;1. Let us now show that

the strategy consisting in provisioning a larger volume of liquidity is more pro�table. When rh;2 < rh;1

then a bank which wants to achieve full reinvestment chooses to provision the same volume of liquid assets

ld = l�i = l (r) and expected pro�ts are identical. On the contrary if rh;2 > rh;1 then a bank which wants

to achieve full reinvestment chooses to invest all its capital in liquid assets, ld = 1 and its expected pro�t

is eh�rh;2 which by de�nition is larger than eh�rh;1 since rh;2 > rh;1. As a consequence the situation where

banks provision a volume of liquidity l�i = l (r) and (23) holds cannot be an equilibrium.

Second we turn to the case case where:

�
(1� q) (�� ") + q (��  )R

r �  R �

�
ehr = (1� q)R (24)

and banks are indi¤erent to provisioning any volume li of liquid asset such that 0 � li � l (r). In this

case banks expected pro�ts write as (1� q) (R+ "ehr). If the interest rate r which solves (24) is such that

r < rh;1 then a bank which wants to achieve full reinvestment would choose to provision a volume of liquidity

l (r). In this case expected pro�ts are identical. On the contrary if the interest rate r which solves (24) is

such that r > rh;1 then a bank which wants to achieve full reinvestment would invest all its capital in liquid
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assets l = 1 and its expected pro�t would be ehr�. This situation is an equilibrium if and only if the interest

rate r which solves (24) veri�es the condition

�
�

1� q � "
�
ehr < R (25)

Given that we consider the case where r > rh;1, a necessary condition for this situation to be an equilibrium

is that (25) must hold for r = rh;1. This necessary condition simpli�es as

eh�

�
�

1� q � "
�
< 1

which by assumption does not hold. Consequently the situation where the inter-bank market interest rate

veri�es (24) and banks are indi¤erent to provisioning any amount li of liquid asset such that 0 � li � l (r)

cannot be an equilibrium. The equilibrium with zero liquidity provision and inter-bank market collapse is

therefore the only equilibrium, when it exists, in the credit rationing regime.
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